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Heptiamonds
7 sets of heptiamonds
aruanged to form a
hexagon of side L4
by Walter STEAD

resurt f;li:'il,T,:tlo::
manuscript notes
not previously published
See page 80.

The three hreas
marked A in the inset
diagram use one complete
set of heptiamonds (Z+ in a set).
Similarly the areas B,C,D,E,F.
Areas Dr reflect areas D.
Mr Stead describes these constructions separately
as rr3 simultaneous, similar decks, each of 8 heptiamondsrt and he gives the shapes pictorial names
as follows: A=sunfish, B=bison, C=shield, D=jug,
E=UFO, F=bat. They are dated Aug-Sept 1966.
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THE NIM FAMILY OF GAMES
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The name Nim comes from an Old English word-meaningrtaket, from which we also
get the word himbler meaning 'quick in movement or in mental apprehension'. It is applied
to a whole family of games, mostly played by the taking of counters with the object
of being the player who takes the last one. There are always two players and every
position is either winning or losing for the player whose turn it is to go. There are no
the last
ties. Each such game has a tmisere' variant in which the aim is to avoid taking
counter, but the strategy is usually Just a slight modification of that for the tdirect'game"

Battle of Numberc
I know of is the Battle of
of C.G.Bachet, pubffi

The earliest account of a Nim-type game that
described

in the

Numbers

playerstaketurnhtimeaddingonanttmberfromoneupto
a specified limit, t (say 6), and the winner being the first to reach a finishing total, T (say
100). The numbers to try to leave your opponent are T - m(t+l), that is, 2, 9, 16, 23, 30'

97, 44r 51, 58, 651 72, ?9, 86, 93 in the example. When played with counters, 100 are placed
in'a heap'and up to t are taken each time and you must aim to leave a multiple of t+1.
Then if your opponent takes s you take (t+1) - s of eourse.
principler with
The play in Cribbage, which was invented around 1640, uses the same
to
those on the
is
restricted
3L as the target tot6tt-Lt the choice of numbers to be added
aspect.
Nim
the
cards in your [and, and the other Cribbage characteristics dominate

Nim

The quintessential Nim however dispenses with the numerical limit, t, by arranging
the counters in several heaps. The only rule then is that a player must take one or more
counters, all from the same heap. Thus if there is Just one heap; the player to go can
win by scooping the lot, and if there are two heaps he can win if he can equalise the
two. With more heaps the strategy is not so obvious, it was first explained in 1902 by
C.L.Bouton in the Annal's of Mathematics. He showed that the player to go can win

ifhecanleven-up'@thatthenumbersof1s,2S,4s,8s,16s,etc
(i.e. powers of two) in the heaps total to even numbers. For example, if there are six
heaps containing I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 pieces then there are 1+2+3+d+$+$=!l ones in it, and
0+I+L+2+2+3=9 1wos, and 0+0+0+1+1+1=3 fours. Thus the player must 'remover
a two and a four to even up. This he can do by removing one counter from heap 4.

a

one

NrmmitY
I have coined the name Nimrqlly (Greek 'mitosr = thread) to apply to a range of Nim
type games in which the rule-fpGy is to take one counter or else a group of eounters
in unbroken sequence along certain lines. [Regulation: The who]e take must be made in

one motion, the removal of your hand from the layout signifying the end of your go' after
which you may not return to take some more, nor to replace any.i This is a very fruitful
concepi, leading to an enormous variety of possible new forms of Nim play. Here beginneth
a nimiety of nimmities! For example:
Rank and File. The counters are arranged in a square array (e.g. on a chessboard).
fne flETllayer rnay only take groups that lie along the ranks, and the second player
only along the files. By taking a group that crosses both main diagonals the first player
can thus prevent the second making a take that will leave a symmetric position.

Black Spot. The array is a hexagonal honeycomb formation with a black counter
on the centre point. The lines are closed paths without crosslinks (e.g. three counters
each touching the other, or six counters surrounding another). Onty complete circlets
can be taken, not single counters or open paths. The black counter must always form
part of at least one circlet. The object is to force your opponent to take the black spot
(because it is part of the last circlet to be taken).
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Trianguiar Nimmity. The array is a triangular honeycomb formation. The lines
are the straight lines of cells in the three directions parallel to the edges of the triangle.
A single counter or a group of counters may be removed from anywhere in a line, provided
the removal does not disconnect the pattern of the remaining counters, i.e. does not
result in two areas of counters with no counter in one adjacent to any in the other.
The triangular shape, in contrast to a hexagon or square, means that the seeond player
cannot create a symmetric position by an equal, parallel take on the other side of the
board. The connectedness eondition means this is sort of a ione heap problem'!
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Possible opening positions and first moves in the games. Can anyone say which player should
win from these opening arrays? The analysis is not at ali easv even in smaller cases.

Afuut the Journal
Apologies for the late appearance of issue 5, which has been combined into a doublesize issue with number 6. This has worked out so well - providing more room for some longer
articles - that I propose to double-up the summer issue next year also (tnat will be 11+12).
There has been mueh talk in the news pages of postat zines about plans afoot for
the publication of a 'professionalt zine on the lines of 'Games and Puzzles' that ran from
lg72 to 1981. Several different organisations or individuals have publicised their intentions'
but none has yet managed to produce the goods. Meanwhile The Games and Puzzles Journal
does actually exist! It may not yet meet all your ideals, but given a little further support'
in the form of subscribers, contributors and perhaps advertisers it could flourish.
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By John BEASLEY
Here are the solutions to the questions posed in the last issue.

1. That therg is always at least
. This is simply
a matter
independenily
may assume one of 22 states: (i) not bid; (ii) bid immediately after preceding bid, not doubled;
(iii) bid similarly, doubled immediately, not redoubled; (iv) bid similarly, doubled after two
passes, not redoubled; (v) bid similarly, doubled immediately, redoubled immediately; (vi)
bid similarly' doubled immediately, redoubled after two passes; (vii)-(viii) bid similarly,
doubled after two passes, redoubled immediately or after two passes; (ix) bid after one
pass, not doubled; (x)-(xv) bid after one pass, doubled or redoubled as in (iii)-(viii); (xvi)(xxii) bid after two passes, otherwise as in (ix)-(xv).^ Additionally, the first bid of all may
be preceded by three passes. There are thus 23 x 2234 possible OiOCing sequences, but only
521./(731)+ possible deals. [The comparison of factorials with powers is just an assertion
about numbers; my actual technique is to write down the fractions and cancel out until
the result becomes obvious. Approximate cancellations come in useful; for example, we
can safely cancel ?x9 against 8x8 when we are trying to prove that the term containing
the former is the smaller.l Note that this proof applies even if the players are using different
systems; all that is necessary is that each player sticks strictly to his own system.

2. A deal in which any contract by any declarer goes aJ least@
er lhe Contract, the
oest Oef
tEfence can now take the first eight tricks. A slight modification gives B. Now the defence can always take at least eight tricks (thougn not always irnmediately), and nine
if the trump suit is that in which the opening leader is void. Furthermore, the second
deal might well attract some bidding.
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best <lefen"".
This yields seven tricks to the side holding the-long suit only ir t\11 t: 1:i9:,:lti:,i:
tnu-f6"g hand, for if the ace is played on the first or second round then the third round
must be won in the short hand, and if the ace is held up until the third round then the
short
opponents can take the first two tricks. If a preliminary discard is made from the
ninO, however, then a first-round duck sets up seven immediate tricks, and there is no
need for a side entry to the long hand.
Now consider a deal comprising four such suits, C. Suppose that the defence starts
by ducking a heart. Declarer Oiscaris a spade from dummy and ducks a spade, setting
up ,"uen ipaoe tricks to add to the ace of diamonds and the heart already in the bag'
them.
anO tte deience can take at most three more tricks before allowing him in to claim
club'
or
heart
a
ducking
before
more
aces
or
one
Similar play occurs if the defence takes
club
a
and
spade
a
with
duck
heart
a
answer
to
though deciare, must be careful always
then
time
any
at
diamond
a
or
spade
a
leads
duck with a diamond; and if the defence
declarer makes an overtrick.
vvvt

\-v-Y.-vv:
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Complete hformetion Carrl Game
G.J.SUGGETT writes: "Stephen Taylor's description of 'Psychological Jujitsu'
(issue

3, page 35) as the only card game he knows where all player! have at all times
complete information regarding the state of the game inspires me to mention the game
that I know as Besicovitch's.gape (although I have seen an entirely different game
desiribed unoer-:lniiliEhilTne game was supposedty invented by prof6ssor
A.S.Besicovitch who, reputedly, offered a fiver to anyone who could beat him (this was
twgnty years ago when f5 meant something!). The game is one not only of complete
information (it is usually played with the hands face up on the table) but also of perfect
symmetry in the initial distribution of cards. It is played by two people.
ItA 36 card pack is used (2, 3, 4, 5 of each suit removed. Ace counts high). The
pack is separated into red and black and only one half (say the blacks) deait. Whatever
one player has been dealt in spades, his opponent is given in hearts, similarly for clubs
and diamonds. This procedure ensures the symmetry of the initial hands with (H, S)
(D, C) as complementary suits. One player now chooses a trump suit. To preserve the
symmetry his opponent will use the complementary suit as trumps. Thus if one player
is using spades as trumps, his opponent will be using hearts. There is also an (initialty
empty) pile of cards in the centre of the table. Play alternates, with the player who
chose trumps playing second. On his turn a player has the following options: (i) If the
pile is empty he must lead a card from his hand to start a new pile. (ii) If the pile is
not empty he must either (a) lead a card to the pile which tbeats' the top card on the
pile (i.e. is a larger:v-diile of the same suit, or one of the player's trumps) or (b) pick
up the complete pile. The first player to empty his hand of cards is the winner."-

A Navy Patience
This patience has become popular in my family circles since it was introduced
by .Ty youngest brother who learnt it in the Navy. AII 52 cards are laid out row by row
as illustrated, in 7 rows of ? with three extra cards tagged on. The 21 face-down -cards
are usually closed up beneath the face-up cards.

On any of the 7 uncovered cards you may place the next lower card of the same
suit, if it can be seen in one of the other columns. Any cards on top of the moved card
are moved with it to the new column. When a face-down card is exposed it is turned
face-up. When a column is emptied the space may be filled by any King (with any cards
on top of it). When an Ace is uncovered it is placed above the layout, then the Two
on top of that, and so on, until the whole pack is sorted. Some plays of the patience
can be, quite long, others quite short, before reaching a blocked position, and quite a
number of re-deals may be needed before it comes out. It requires a lot more patience
than I have nowadays - I like my patiences to resolve every time - but I'm told that
I'm missing the whole point of the thing!

A Note on Royal Cotpt Pati.ence
Tom MARLOW: I have long known your Royal Carpet Patience in a slightly different
form as follows. Lay out a 3x3 array. Then either play 2 cards onto 2 in the array that
total 1 1, or play 3 cards onto J, a & K in the array. Success is to dispose of all cards
onto the array and comes quite frequently, indeed it is not too difficult to succeed with
an array of only 8 positions.
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BACKGAMMON - A Ctts|4enge frcm tihe East
By Dennison NIXON

My first Backgammon set was won in the Sunday School sports when I was about eight
years old, but I did not realise what it was because it was in the usual form of a shallow
box with a draught-board on the outside. The coloured points on the inside I imagined to
be merely decorative and the 12 + 12 draughtsmen included seemed intended for that game,
as indeed they were. It was not until several years later that I discovered from Fosterrs
Complete Hoyle that the coloured points were aetually those of a backgammon board and
that 15 + 15 men were required, though only 12 + 12 men were supplied, no doubt some
oversight by the marketing firm.
From that time I have played the game regularly, especially during my 16 years with
British Steel where we found it ideally suitable for lunch-time play, a game averaging only
about 1.0 minutes. As we had a steady influx of new-comers, I must have taught dozens
of people to play the game, and always drew attention to the fact that Backgammon is
one of the few games where there is almost always a chance that the under-dog may win
in the end. Also, to indicate that the game had at least one distinguished exponent, I would
inform them that Charles Darwin played two games almost every evening with his wife
Emma, and kept records of the results running into thousands of games.
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After almost a life-time of regular if not too intensive Backgammon I was therefore
much surprised to find in a local public library the following statements in a book entitled
Backgammon, Games and Strategies by Nicalaus and Basil Tzannes: "Plakoto and Moultezim
are much more interesting than Hit" the name the authors use to distinguish our Western
form from the two Greek and Middle-Eastern games. Again: '?plakoto is Ine king of Backgammon games. Moultezim is a serious game for the fundamentalist, the pure strategist,
the complete BaeJ<gammon player. A player who does not know these two games is not
really fulfilled." The authors are two Greek brothers, now living in the U.S.A. and since
the avowed purpose of the book is to amplify these statements and to introduce the two
games to the western world, I felt impelled to read their book, which I have done twice.
including the several illustrative games they give on all three types of Backgammon. This
I found most stimulating and must agree that they present a ver persuasivJ case for the
two Greek games.
regular Backgammon opponent is my Bridge partner, with whom I am engaged
. My
(once
a fortnight) in a marathon match at Hit, points running already into the 400s-, -but
we do not use the doubling cube which seems to me not really in the spirit of the game.
Results, on standard scoring, show that a double game occurs about onee in every Jeven,
a treble only once in about 90.
In view of the Tzannes brothers' claims we have now played a series of games at both
Plakoto and Moultezim and I find them both really challengingr as the authors claim. My
opponent still prefers Hit but I myself find the Greek games at least as enJoyable to play,
but must have more experience of the new games before deciding on their respective merits
as against Hit with its vast traditional attraction. The foliowing descriptions of the two
games assumes a knowledge of our Backgammon, which is easily obtainable if not already

held.
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All 15 men of each player commence on his one-point and move all round the board
to the opponent's home table (immediately opposite) where, when all 15 have arrived and
none are under capture, they may be borne off in the usual way, with double and treble
games scorable, also in the usual way.

A point is held by two or more men and no enemy man may move there. A single
man on a point is a blot and can be made prisoner by an enemy man moving to that point.
The enemy man now holds both point and prisoner, which is released only when his captor
moves away. The capturing side may move as many more men as desired to the point.
If the 15 men on either player's one-point are reduced to a single man this is known
as his rmotherr and is subject to a special hazard. If a mother is imprisoned by an enemy
man, the enemy immediately scores a treble game unless his mother is still also on his
one-point and thus liable to capture. If that capture fappens, the game is declared a draw
(the only draw in Backgammon). PIay may be necessary after the capture of the first mother
until the opposing mother is captured or moves from the one-point.
The throw of an ear.ly high double is of special importance in Plakoto as it enables
a man to move right round the board, even sometimes from the one-point, and it may capture
a man in his home table. Such a capture is a great and lasting advantage and may well lead
to a win. One or two blots in oners home table are almost inevitable in the early stages
but it is always advisable to weigh up the chances of their being hit before making them.
Primes (0 netC adjacent points) may include one or more captured men and are Just
as important as in Hit.

Moultezim
All 15 men of

each player commence on his one-point but the two home tables are
not opposite one another, each playerts home table, with one-point, being on his left. AIso'
all men move in the same direction, anticlockwise. A single man holds a point and may
be Joined by more men of the same side, but bars any opposing man. As in other Backgammon
games, each player's aim is to move his men right round the board (in this case to the opponenils outer table) and when all have amived, to bear them off, with usual scoring of double
and treble games.
At the beginning of the game each player is allowed to move only one man until he
gets this man into the opponentts home table, after which he may move any man. This freedom from restriction may come into effect after the first move of a throw.
Neither player is allowed to form a prime in his own home table but must always
leave at least one point unoccupied.

Maw Qrotes frcm the Tzwvtes Book

ItIn an informal game, cups are a nuisance. Just
throw the dice with vour own hands
and enJoy the'feel'of the game.?r
I'Plakoto is here explained in detait for the first time for readers of the English
languagb. It is undoubtedly the most exciting form of Backgammon."
rr...the game of Hit is not Chatt"ng@ enough for a mature player. In Greece and
the Middle East, where nactgamffiiffiT of daily life, a player who knows only Hit is
scorned as an unfulfilled player. Maturity, they say, starts with Plakoto and reaches its
peak in Moultezim.tt
rrA typical game of Hit lasts 6 - 8 minutes, but Plakoto and Moultezim each take
twice as long.r'Our experience shows 10 minutes for Hit and about 40 minutes for either
of the other two.
Unfortunately the book, originally published in 19??, is at present out of print.

Deep Draughts: In the diagram on page 53 of the last issue one set
of the pieces shoulcl be Black, since once they have reached the end
of the 6oard and turned round they would otherwise be indistinguishable from the opPosition.
page 7L
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Postal Soccer Garnes
By Alan Parr
Hopscotch, 6 Longfield Gardeils; Tring, Herts, HP23 4DN

A recent survey showed that the number of people playing sports games (particularly
soccer management games) by post is at least comparable with that playing Diplomacy.

Indeed, if everyone playing in any such games, some of which may weII have over fifty
players, is included, the total may well substantially exeeed that playing any other family
of postal games. Of course, no one actually knows just how many are involved, particularly
since many of the games and their players have little contact with the world of the traditional Diplomacy zine, but there is no doubt at all that by any standard the number is large.
All such games work on a broadly similar basis. The player takes the part of the
chairman/manager/coach of a soccer club whose resources include some cash and a number
of players. These players will naturally be of varying skill levels, able to operate in definite positions, of varying age and perhaps even character. For each match - and normally
one session of play will contain two or three games for each club - the manager must select
not only the best players available to him but must also use them in the most appropriate
w&V, using the best formation and tactics - which will of course vary depending upon the
oppositionf venue, and so on. He sends these details to the GM (gamesmaster, or organiser)
ol the game, as do all the other managers. It is the GM's monumental task to record and
evaluate all these details and to play each and every match by comparing the strengths
of the two sides by applying a special formula. Whether he uses simple dice or a computer
this formula will produce the match result and very probably the goalscorers and times
of the goals as well. He then types up the results, league tables, administrative details
and so on, and arranges for each manager to receive a copy of the updated information
preparatory to playing the following session - with a little bit of luck he may be able to
put his feet up and relax for a full couple of days before he has to start worrying about
the next session.
What most definitely makes life interesting for the manager is that he is in control
of all aspects of his elub, so he decides not only whether to pull a forward back into midfield for an away match, whether using a sweeper is worthwhile, etc, but also conducts
transfers, directs coaching policy, and so on. He may also have to make decisions on whether
his side will play hard, use the offside trap, settle for a draw when playing away, etc. He
may need to bear in mind the absence of a star player through injury, suspension, or call
up for international duty. Perhaps he will have to consider the lurking presence of a known
hardman in the opposition defence or be aware of the foibles of individual referees. (No
one league will present all these problems - indeed, every game has slightly different rules
- but in each he will face problems which must be handled in a sensible and realistic way,
and though the best managers are likely to achieve the most success, plain old-fashioned
luck will play a small part.)
Irve tried once or twice to trace the history of such games. It seems clear enough
that the very first game can be traced back to Clive Booth anO Cnimaera. Mv suess is that
Clivets game began in 19?6 (David Phillips suggests around eugusIES)T this"game teams
used a goalkeeper, defenders, midfield players, and forwards, with every side having to
employ exactly three MFs, their strengths being added either to the defence or the attack
or split 50/50 between the two. A side's FWs were then compared in total strength to the
opposition total DF strength to give a percentage chance of scoring from a chance (e.g.
if Ars attack totals 18 and B's defence L2 there is a 1,8/(72+18) = 60% chance of scoring
from an attack). The actual number of chances basically depended on the total strength
of the side.
More or less contemporaneous with Clive's game (thougn in fact perhaps a shade later,
since the rules acknowledge Clive's pre-eminence) were those used in Leviathan. The most
obvious thing about them is just how different they are - therers cerTEiil!-n-o-impression
of their borrowing extensively from Clive's set. Indeed, they come across as a much more
primitive game, with only four strengths of players (effectively levels 2-b) coded by colour
- thus a yellow player at level 5 was the strongest available. All teams had to utilise a
2'3-5 formation (ten years after Ramseyrs 4-3-3, and nearly twenty years after the first
whispers of 4-2'4 began to emerge from the continent!) and no player could be used away
from his qualified position. The overall team strengths determined the number of scoring
opportunities, so that a side with total strength 52-55 would get between three and sii
page
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(the exact number determined by dice) chances each half, while a much weaker side with
32-36 levels would only get between zero and three chances. Further dice throws decided
the actual outcome of the shots, with the home side having a higher chance of success.
I suppose both of these games were pretty primitive by today's standards, and I can
see why they attracted a fair amount of flak from some quarters. Nevertheless, in some
ways they were relatively advanced, and in one important aspect - that of finance - they
were already more complex than United games are today. In any case, of course, their
importanee lies in their pioneering the path which so many other games were to follow
in the next few years.
Editor's Note. The above article is based on two that appeared in Alan Parr's Zine Hopscotch
(No ??, Juty 1988) reportEffilt
of 'The Sixth International United Championst Tournamentt in which 45 teams took part
(20 from Germany, 19 from Britain, 4 from USA, 2 from Netherlands). After preliminary
elimination rounds 16 teams played a two-leg home and away knockout competition. The
line-up for the semifinals consisted of: rOne of Germanyts greatest sides, Essens Legendare
Fussballtruppe, under Klaus-Jurgen Fleischer; Blackwater Edge, managed by the top
American Dan Stafford; Twickenham Academicals, the first ever winners of the competition
back in 1982, managed by Andrew Whiteley; and the reigning champions, Last Laugh, under
Andrew Spencer.' The aggregate scores were: TA 3 ELF 2, LL 4, BE 2, and in the final:
LL 2, TA 3, so Andrew Whiteley with Twickenham Academicals became the first manager
ever to win the International competition for the second time.

1Mffid-41 in 1983-4). A recent issue of gopscotcn

Other Ztnes

Back in issue 1 I promised a list of overseas zines - there must be many, but those that
I have actually seen are mentioned below, together with other periodicals of interest. I hope
to give fuller reviews of some of these next time (especiaily wge).
Veni, Vidi' Vici. Thomas Mendel, Vaillantlaan 403, NL-2526 AA Den Haag, Netherlands.
Although published in Holland this is in German. Mainty Sports Simiriations and Dip.
Hispiduri. Jutta and Paul Merken, Lubbeweg 21, 2940 Wilhelinshaven, West Germany.
A horse-racing simulation (Win Place and Show), other sports and business games.
Spielwiese. Johannes Schwagereit, Hilgardring 32, 6?50 Kaiserslautern, lVest Cerinany.
Besides the usual includes a gun-fight game, High Noon, Cluedo and Finchley Central!
Domino Principle. Erik Joustra, Topaasplantsoen 404, 2403 DK Alphen aan den Rijn,
Netherlands. Mainly sports simulation games, football, cycling, baseball etc.
Diplomacy world. Larry Peery, Box 8416, san Diego, californiar g2l02, u.s.A.
Issue 47, Summer 87, was an 8O-pager, devoted entirely to Diplomacy and its variants.
World Game Review. Michael Keller, 336?-I North Chatham Road, Etticott City, MD 21045,
U.S.A. ($g for 4 issues)..Covers much the same field as G&PJ. Particulariy gooO on
dissections, chess variants, cryptography, review and classiTlcation of gam;s.
Wargame News and PBM (Play By Mail). M.W.Costello, ?Emjayr, 1? Langbank Avenue,
Rise Park, Nottingham NG5 5BU. These are two ,{4 computer-produced magazines
devoted mainly to games reviews and trade-oriented news (subs €10.50 and t5.b0 UK).

3D Sonprtlr
Slightly disappointing is the fact that the flying in Sopwith is purel5' two-dimensional.
could equally well be taken to simulate some form of desert tank battle (with the clouds
as oases or sandstorms perhaps). I therefore propose a slightly more elaborate version
in which the planes can fly at three different levels - cloud level or above or below the
clouds. The level occupied by a plane can be indicated by a level-marker occupying the
same cell. Two extra moves: Climb and Dive, both }eading to the cell directly ahead,
but one level higher or lower, are the minimum necessary. Firing can be allowed in these
two directibns also, but the range is reduced to one or two cells (e.9. firing upwards from
level 1 of cell 1 enters cell 2 at level 2 and cell 3 at level 3). Planes entering the same
cell must do so at different levels, otherwise they collide and each suffers two units
of damage (and forfeits any burst of fire scheduled for that move).

It
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A GAME?

Continuing the article in the last issue, concerned with various general concepts that are
applicable to a wide range of games, and with the classification of games.

11. Good and Bad Moves. As noted in section ? a position may be termed winning'
losing or drawing for the side whose turn it is to play. What is meant by saying that a move
in a position is good or bad? If my analysis is correct these terms can have very different
meanings according to the type of position. Good and bad moves are often annotated ! or ?.
In a winning position there must be at least one move that retains the win, that is
converts the position into a losing positionEffiTF-er player. Any such move is a good
move, and any other is bad. A bad move that retains the draw may perhaps be described
as poor, while one that fres the winning chances to the opponent is presumably wicked!
If you have a winning position, then by playing good moves you retain the advantage and
eventually win, but it is better to win in style, which means in the fewest moves possible.
Thus, among the good moves you need to choose the best, which are those that win quickly.
Such play shows what is called brilliance. A position in which there is just one best move
may be termed a problem position - and the unique move that wins brilliantly is the \9.
In a drawing position similarly there must be at least one move that retains the draw'
and this is a good move too. Any other move is !g5!: In the 'Kilkenny Catst situation in Chess
(K v K) the dET is absolute: no move by eithef player can win or lose. The same goes for
other degenerate posiTi6l-G,B v K; K,S v K; K,XB v K,XB). The position K,S,S v K is not
quite aegeneraG however, since while White cannot force a win, Black can let him win
by playing stupidly. The same goes for K,S v K,S; K,S v K,B; K,B v K,S; and K,XB v KlB.
Thus if the opening position is even (as is generally supposed in Chess) then for a win to
occur at least one bad move must be played. Brilliance (as defined above) is also, surprisingly,

t

own inrDrawt endgame studies.
position
The characteristic of a losing
is that no matter what rnove a player makes
position
he is bound to convert it into a winning
for the opponent. Thus in a losing position
good
there are no
moves in the above sense. All the player can do is to try to induce the
opponent to make a mistake; by complicating the situation, i.e. multiplying the number
of choices open to him so that he has more chance of making a mistake; by delaying tactics,
so that the opponentrs choice of moves is spread over a longer series in which there is thus
again a greater chance of error; or by seeking a more probl_ematic situation, i.e. reducing
the number of good moves available to the opponent.
This probabilistic style of thinking on the part of the players is also applicable in
drawing and winning positions, the purpose being to reduce the ratio of good moves to other
moves so that the chance of an error is increased.
1,2. Board Games. A board game is characterised by positions (see note 3) in which
pieces (or men) are assigneA-io@ (or cells). The rules of the game specify in what
ways a player may choose to transform one position into another. The cells collectively
constitute the board on which the game is played, and the pieces the forces employed.
-games
The ceilsE the form of squares in the case of Chess, uut-ii-6-tner
may be
peg
points
The
same
forms.
holes, cups, and other
hexagons, dots,
of intersection of lines,
game can of'ten be played on a wide variety of different-looking boards; only custom specifies one design in preference to others. For example, all the following designs would be
suitable for a game of Miniature Draughts:

ffiffi

v/v

The physical appearance of the board only serves as an aid in moving the pieces according to the rules. In some cases the spatial arrangement may be inadequate or misleading;
as for example in the use of a flat board for playing Cytinder Chess. The structure of a
game lies in its rules, not in the board.
page
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pgwers of a piece consist of those rules of the game that govern its play. pi."ufa//€S
-. -Th"
powers need to be of different physical design (like chessmen) or io bear the
of^ different
title or symbol of its status, as in Shogi or some pocket magnetic sets. Some games employ
only pieces of one type, and in such games the distinction between the structure of-the

bgard and the powers of the pieces becomes blurred. In games which involve pieces of several
different types the cells of the board may be linked together by the moves of the various
pieges in quite different ways.
Games like Chess in which the rules restrict rrs to onb piece per
and one cell
per piece may be termed.monic.games. Games not following firis rute areceII
thus presumably
-$9-TpPcl They employ pieces that occupy more than dne Jeil (for example, many Slidilg
Block Puzzles) or cells that can accommod-ate more than one piece (for example the
'pointsl
of Backgammon or the 'cupsrin the seed-sowing games of the tvtancala familv).

Comments

of Readerc

Peter KINGS writes concerning section 10 of this article, on Odds:?rThe second
half of the sentence devoted to Chess strikes me as avoiding in" i5*,'tn"i-i.,-io".
a satisfactory method of handicapping exist in Chess? The alllpervasive grading system
may help to prevent players of widely differing abilities naving to play ealh -other
(llthough it does happen).- However it ii no answ6" to the probleri
of now significantiy
ill-balanced players can yet be provided with the opportuniiy for a good contest. pawn
ald m,ov9=was an earlier attempt but it was found to change tne strici;;;i6;
gffi
Also' in .the long ago' some club players were seemingly conlent to be described
rknight'
as
players (i.e. receiving those odds against the club?s iest) buf iodat-,"
tiu. in an egalitarian age and a.low number is iud-ged to be less painful! As Hoop"r & Whyld
mention
in their companion, the only satisfictory method br nunoi"up;i;;-ir by time, although
this has yilEFiseriously employeo. bobby Fiseher
secs, p.R.K. 20 mins might,
for example, have produced a contest. It is interesting 20
to note that the great oriental
game Go (,Iapanese) or Wei-Ch'i (Chinese) has a very
satiifactory nanJicapping system.,r
Michael KELLER makes the same point, about handicapping in Go. He also comments
on other sections of the artiele: "IlgsIJ ofcames has a spltific meaning in mathematics
(referring to a methodology for anEiffiGTffi
games, usually involving matrices) and
is perhaps best avoided as_a page heading.l'[It atso-nas a,specific meaning in-English - which
takes priority over specialist Jargon in my book! G.P.J.I (4) Nlglches: f'The c-orresponding
American terms are 'round robin' (tall-play-al1') and
'elimination'Ttcnoct<out')." (6) Interaction:

'lThereisadistinctioninmymindbetweentwotypesofinteractivespori'.iji'ffi-

active sports (American football, soccer, hockell- basketball) are those in which players
can physically interfere with the opponents - these are also often called
spJrts.
Indirectly interactive sports (basebail, cricket, tennis) generally i-,"u"'fittfe,contact
if
any,
inter_
ference between opposing players. The dividing line, of course, is not absolutely sharp;
even in track, basically a non-interactive sport ihere can be some interaction (e.g. rsoo.n
runr where runners may try to box others in)." (8).Turns. 'tI like your distinctio-n "between
rmovet and fturnt (this comes up in complex
board Targames too, where there is often a
long rturn sequencer describing the types of moves possible in a turn and the order in which
they may be made). Another piece of terminology I would like to see followed more ciosely
is the card game distinction between rdealf (one -round of play in which all or some of the
cards are dealt out to the players) and thandt (the set of- cards hetd by a player - this is
ojten carelessly used as a synonym for 'deal)." (9) _qhance. t'Monopoty is noi u'ruce gu*.;
the term 'track game' tends to obscure the nature of tFe gaEe,"

Philip coHEN comments similarly:
'?Races are generally not non-interactive at lengths
above dashes; there. are strategic considerationsf
not" to mention Josging and such if raeers
arenrt confined to their lanes fbr the duration. Aave you considered
how Nomic (in Douglas
Hofstadter's magniffcent Metamagical Themas,
+i fits into-yor," ,In.*"r

"n

Further details on Go and Nomic would be appreciated.
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fufthony Dtclans Memortal TourneY

The next issue of The Problemist will include an announcement of a composing tourney
198?, age ?3. Th-e'toulney will
be for Series Problems of any type on Cylindrical Boards (including the anchor-ring or torus)
and will be in two parts: (a) orthodox pieces (b) fairy pieces - not more than two types.
The Judge will be Cedric Lytton. Entries, not more than 3 per proposer altogether, should
be sent to me: G.P.JeIliss, 99 Bohemia Road, St Leonards on Sea, East Sussex, TN3? 6RJ.
The closing date for entries is 30th September 1989.

in memory of Anthony nEkinqlwho died on 26 November

ChesscYs

I am well on the way to re-issuing the Chessays series and expanding it with some
further titles. Future titles in the series will be strictly of 16 pages, A5 size, with paper
cover and priced at E2 per issue. Production difficulties, and cost, have forced me to give
up the card covers and larger format that was attempted with No.3. Fuller details will
be announced in the next issue of the Journal.

Comments and Cottectfons
Ian SHANAHAN prefers a version of my Problem 11 with Ps f4,f6,e7 moved to
h2,g3,h4. This increasei the length to Shm 35 and makes all the WPs "structurally necshows the task (of BK circuit
I prefer the published version however since it (arrow
pattern) and economical
"5iry".
pretty
in
eating all but two of the complete W forces)

form iinctuding the number of moves). Not all tasks are Maxima.
Harald GRUBERT corrects 1? by making the piece on c6 a Black Rook, and corrects
Black Rook to e5'
18 by
- moving the Black King to d6 and the
stephen TAYLOR comects 34 by moving Black Bishop f4 to g5.
.l.C.oUnaONT (writing some years ago) informed me that Echecs Marseillais was
first published by Albert fortis in 1925 in the Marseilles paper Le Soleil.

Grcsshopryr Chess,es

Grasshoppers are weak they tend to come in swarms; the
G-Chess I've played (described in Games magazine in the last year or two) uses 8 each
on the second rank (Pawns go on the third).
alternative examples of shortest games
Grasshopper combinJd with King:
-th"Some
following, dating back to FCCC days: !Q-GPJ'
to mate of one K+c by the other ur"
1K+ccg Sf6 2pf4 Sc6 3pfb Se4+ 4K+Gxh8 mateJU) C.C-.I,.SELLS (now C.C.LYTTON)'
1pe4 K+Ge6 2eh5 ee8 3Sc3 PaG 4Pe5 mate (c) J.D.BEASLEY 1Pa4 K+Gc6 2Ra3 K+Gb6
3Pd3 K+Gxbl 4Qd2 mate. A surprising assortment of different mate positions.

philip COHEN: Since

As several correspondents have noted the solution quoted in issue 2 (page 22) rvas
one move-pair too long (presumably this was my first try at it and I had forgotten_to-update
my recordi). ttere is anotner solution by C.C.FRANKISS (Brasil): 1Sh3 Sh6 2Sf4 Sfs 3K+Gcg
e6/Sc6 4K+Gxh8 mate, using the S instead of the P to guard the Black Scorpion's escapes.

Caissa's Kaleidoscope
There are some longish stipulations this time - solvers take care! Thanks to the
composers of 66 and ?1 for the dedications. In 72: Fers = (1,1) leaper, i.e. single-step Bishop;
(a) is a usual Serieshelpmate in 8, (b) is a Serieshelp-discovered-mate in 21 with 'Royal
Precedence' (i.e. where there is a choice of move order the King goes first - your opinion
as to whether this dual-avoidanee condition'is justified would be valued). ?4 is a zeroposition
- i.e. the diagram is not itself a problem. In 75 'Circe Malefique' means captured men
reappear on the other sidets home squares. In 76 c2 is a White (1,3)R=camelrider, and f1
is a Black (1,2)R= Nightrider, One player makes a series of 3 moves, then the other makes
2 moves, the second giving mate. The captured men in Antipodean Chess reappear a (4,4)
leap away. In 77-78 the Zebra is a (2,3) leaper, the Bison is a (1,3)+(2,3) leaper. 80 is the
composerrs first problem I. believe.
MORE ORTGTNAL COMPOSITTONS URGENTLY REQUIRED!
All problem compete in an Informal Tourney: Judge 198?-8 Hans GRUBER.
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67. E.HOLLADAY
65. L.N.BORODATOV 66. F.M.MIHALEK
Mate in 1, (b) Rotate Mate in 3. lVhole board Mate in 5, two ways.
the board g0o left.
for each. Dedicated to (i.e. two separate
IRoad Signsr.
key m oves).
G. P.Jelliss/Journal.

%,%'%,%
'nH%
%, '%,

%
%,

6',% ',% %

%,

%a::% %, %

ffi
,%,

68. L.N.BORODATOV
lVhat were the last ten
single moves?

%

'%'% %

ru,@%
/,N',%ry/ %

'% %,A%g%

%

%, %
%e% %,'%

%%'%%
F.M.MIHALEI(
Helpmate in 2
(b) interchange h2-h3
(c) remove Rh3
TO.

69. Erich BARTEL
Helpstalemate in 2
with set PIaY.

%,
%,
%, ,%,

%,'|
,%
%,

%;

%

%

%

'/l

%'%;

ffi

r.a

A

,I

4. E.HOLLADAY
Helpstalemate in 2*
Circe zeroposition'
(a) e2-d2, (b) a2-h2
Two ways in each.

73. F.M.MIHALEK
Helpstalemate in 2

Circe Chess.

1L. E.HOLLADAY
Helpmate in 3.
(b) Black Rook d2.
J for Jelliss.

%
%

75. Erich BARTEL
Helpstalemate in 2
in 4 ways. Circe
NIalef ique.

%, %, %'4
%,%%%,
g%, % '.4 %
%,'%'% %
%,%,'%.%l
'%
'%,'%r&%,'n)

-'%, %, %,
%,'m%,%,
7/, % %

%,

%.1

1

/%,i

&'%,a%

,%,

A,#/ 7l,g%,

"E-H%)

78. H.GRUBERT
Zebra e1. Bison &3,b4.
Helpmate in 2.
(b) b4-f 4.

UBERT
T. H.GR]UB

in 2,
elpmatelin
3bras.
uplex. Ztebr

w
%,

'%,

,%%
&%i
ig%i
'% ',%. 'ffi,

ffi

76,- G.P.JELLISS

(t,z) and (1,3) niders.
Antipodean Circe"
Shm 3+2. Duplex.

,%

%, %,
%,,ry, % '%,

%%.
,%,

%,

%

%,%%%
%,%'%%i
/n)
w %A'%, %

%,

-%-n

72. G.P.JELLISS
Grasshoppers.
Non-capturing Fers.
(a) Shm 8 (b) See text.

%%%,
,% ,%

'%, %

,%,

%

I

'ma:%, %, %

80. V.PRIBYLINEC
Grasshoppers.

79. G.P.JELLISS
Ferses. Helpmate
in 2 with set play.

Helpmates in

%, %, %, ,%
%,a%,'% %,

%,'%41%e %

%, %,v%. %

%ffi%

%,%%%
'%,

%

W %, %
%%,%,'%
Solutions to reach me by 1st November.
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CIIESS PROBLEMS'- Sotuttons

wd Comments

The extra time allowed for solving in issue 3 has riot resulted in any more solvers and has
just got me confused, so I am reverting to the original plan'of publishing the solutions in
the immediately following issue. Two lots of solutions therefore follow.
Solutions to Issue 3.

mQd3+Kg42Qd5Kh43Qg5mate.(b)1Qe1Kg22Kg4Kh23Qg1mate

(c) f eO+ Ke2 2Kg2 Kel 3Qd2 mate. The checking key floored several solvers.
30. WHITEFIELD. 1Qd5 PxQ 2Bf4 (not 2Bg5 or BhG else reflex mate) Pd4 3Sd2 Pd3
4OOO pxe2 bKbl pxel=e mate.
31. WHITEFIELD. 1Se3 2Rxc2 3Rxc1 4Rxb1 5Rbz 6Rf2 ?SxdL 8Se3 9Sf1 for OOO stale'mate. A nice sequence - first time I have seen Bk clearing the decks for Wt OOO.[D.N.]
32. SHANAHAN. 1Rh8 2-8K91 9Rh1 10Rgh2 1192 12Qh3 1393 1494 15-168h4 1?g5 188h5
1996 for Kxe2 stalemate. Familiar manoeuvres skilfully welded. [D.N.] The initial
poiition resembles a sword and the final position a shield. tI.S.l
33. HOLLADAY. (a) reUA Kc6 2Bf3. (b) 1Rd?+ Ke6 Bg4. (c) tRnS+ Kc6 Be8. (d) 1Rb1 Kc2 896.
(e) tsfZ Ke42Bf7. (f) 1Bf?+ Kel 28f2. (g) rnfg+ Kd6 28b4. (h) lBfz+ Kd6 2Bg3.
(i) f Sfg+ Ke5 28c3. Is this the record for number of 'twins' with near-perfect echo
mates? tA.W.I.l Are these all the possible mates? I don't think so! [E.B.]
34. TAYLOR.1Bd6 Bf4 2Bc5 Sb5. and 1Re6 Sa4 2Re3 Bc3. Unpins. Cooks:1R on rank SdL
2Be5 Be3. [T.G.P., A.W.I., E.B.]
TAYLOR.
1Rf2 Sb4+ 2Ke3 Sf3. and 1Qxg3 Sd3+ Kf3 Sf6. Well matched pair. [R.B.J
95.
Very difficult especially after his 34 which is quite easy. After finding the singlecheck Rook mate a single-check mate from the Bishop seemed hopeless but is achieved
after a brilliant key captures what looks like an essential WP. [D.N.]
36. HOLLADAY. 1Sel Sab 2Pb3 Kb4 3Kb2 Pb5 4Sd3. and 1Ka3 Sc5 2Pb4 Sa6 3Kb3 PbO 4Sd4.
The set play 1...Sd4 2Sxd4 Ka4 3ScO Pb5 4Pb3 in worth noting. IR.B.I Amazing that
chameleon lecho] is forced on b-file, but unobtainable on a-file. ID.N.l
3?. MIHALEK. (a) 1Pd5 Qf4+ 2Be4Kb4. (b) 1Be5 Qfs 2Kd5 Pe3. Echo ideal pin stalemate.
38. MIHALEK. 1Rf? PxfT 2Be8 PxeS=Q 3Sd7 Qxd?. Letter T becomes I. Ideal pin stalemate.
39. HOLLADAY. (a) 1Se3+ Kb4 2Kb3 Ka4 3Sd5. (O) rSOg Kd? 2Sc5+ Kd6/Ke8 3557+/Sb7
Kd? /Kf} 4Kf ?/Sd6. Asymmetry. Ideal stalemate. Stalemate set in (a).
(a) tSaS+ Kb6 2Sb7 K- 3Pd5(+) Kb6 4Kb8. (b) 1Kd8 Kb? 2Sa5+ Kb6/Ka7/Kb8
HOLLADAY.
40.
3Kc8/Kc8/Sbb Ka7 /KbG 4Sc4/Kb8. Reflection asymmetry. Stalemate set.
41. WONG. On 8x8 board: 1Bg5 Rb6 2Bf4 Rb5 3Be3 Rb4 4Bd2 Rbs 5Bxb3 Ba2 6Bc3 mate.
Cook: 1Bd2 Rc? 2Be3 Rd? 3Bf4 Re? 4Bg5 Rf? SBxR B- 6Bf6 mate. (E.B.l Roman march.
42. VAUGHAN. lKbO Gd5/Gd?/Gc? 2Ka7 Gc7/Gc1/Gd? 3Ka8 Gb? mate. 3'ways'.
This was sent for my Grasshopper collection and is dated 4/10/77.
43. INcLETON. 1Kf2 Gg? 2Gg1 Rh6 3Kg2 Rb2+ 4Kh1 Gal. and 1Kg2 RfG 2Khl Rf4 3Gg4 Gg3
4Gg2 Rh4. Both possible mates cleverly engineered. Impresssive with only 4 pieces. tR.B.l
44. JELLISS. Left: 1Qa5 Eb6+ 2Ka4 Rb4 double check mate. Right: 1OO Rg2+ 2Kh1 Rg4 3Rf3.
Antipin of Rg4 by Eg8. The left part was solved correctly only by.T.G.P.
45. JELLISS. 1Mc5 Ke6 2Ke4 Be? 3Rc6. and 1Mc3 Bel 2Ke2 Ke4 3Rc4. (0,2) translation echo.
46. JELLISS. 1Mc3 Kd' 2Ke2 Ke4 3Rc4. and 1Kg4 Ke4 2Mf6+ BdA 3Re6. Reflection echo.
The difficulty with these two lies in visualising the matilg configuration. IR.8.] These
bifurcating leapers necessitate double-jointed thinking! [T.G.P.] Black B antipinned by WM.
4?. JELLISS. (a) 1Ka3 Mb6 2Ka2 Kc2 3Ka1 Sa3. (n) rXUS Md6+ 2Ka5 Kc4 3Ka4 Bb4.
I've an idea I have published this somewhere before, but cannot recall where. (Schach-Echo?)
48. JELLISS. 1596+ Kg8 2Me? Kh? 3Sf8 mate. (Compare A.H.Kniest, Caissas Froeliche Tief-

garage,19?0(13i)adg8,WKg6,Wsh?,WSf?'wGg5,Matein3,1Se5@

This does not qualify in the informal composing tourney, since I find it was on of those that
was used in the 19?i solving competition at Canterbury (see The Probeimist, Nov 78, p266).
(issue 3) is that:
Parallel fime-stream chess. Dr Tylor's answer to the problem on page 38
mate.
Pg5
5Qh5
White changes 3Qf3 into Be6, leading to 3...Pfxe6 4Sc3
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Solutions to Issue 4.
49. NETTHEIM. 1Bb2 2Sa3 SOOO 4-6Qa1 7Kb1 8-98d2 10Kcl 11Sb1 12Qb2+ for Bxb2 mate.
Finale hard to find and even harder to reach. tD.N.l Nicely controlled shuffling. tA.W.Il
The author challenges readers to revise the problem so that it includes promotion.
50. TAYLOR. 1Rf6 Bb3 2Kfs Sxd6 and tQe2 Rg8 2Kf3 Sd2. A fine setting of R&Q'Kritikus'
tE.B.l Pleasingly unified and quite difficult. tR.B.l Difficult with echoed self-pin. tD.N.l
51. HOLLADAY. (a) lSes Rd6 2sfd3+ Kd5 3Sgf4. (b) 1Sh2 KeS 2Sh4 Rd6 3Sg4. (c) tsfca xca
2Kd2 Rc5 3Sge3. (d) rrcz Kc4 2Sd3 Rb5 3Se3. (e) 1Se3 Kc6 2Sc4 Rcb 3Sd4. Another
quart from the composerts pint pont. IR.B.I Find 3 horses much more difficult to
control than 2. [D.N.] Two pairs of echoes, but (e) is an odd man out. IA.W.I.l
52. MIHALEK. 1Re4/Re6 Sc?/Sc3 2Ke5 Kgb 3Pd4 Sc4. and 1Re3 Sc6 2Ke4Kg4 3Pd3 Sc3.
The author had the third solution as a twin using a 'superpawn'but the editor preferred
to use the ropting pawnt since not sure of the rules for the former.
53. STEUDEL. (a) 1Pe8=s (not Q) 2Bc6 3Bg2(Sg8) mate. (n) 1pe8=e (not B) 2ee3 3eg1(Bf8).
A pity about Pe2. [E.8.]
54. STEUDEL. 1Pa8=S 3Se6(Qd8) 4sf4(Sb8) 5Sd5(Pd?) 6Sc3(Pc?) ?Sbs(Pb?) 8Sa? mate.
Merry-go-round! [8.8.] Layout strongly hints at S-tour! [A.W.I.]
55. JELLISS. 1Kh3(Sbl) Sc3 2Bg3 Sdl(Qd8) 3Qh4 Sfz mate. Pleasing miniature ideal Circe
D.N.l
mate. [A.W.I.] Arfindt. ID.N.l A wonderful Circe play and mate. tE.B.l
56. HOLLADAY. 1Kh3 Kh5 2Qg3 R5f3. and 1Qgs+ Kh? 2Kh5 R2f4. Fine/Nice echoes. [E.8.,
57. MIHALEK. 1Bg3 (not b4) Rc5 2Rb4 Rc1 3Rb1. Pin ideal stalemate.
58. MIHALEK. 1BcS Qd4 2Sb1 Ke3 3Kg3. Resurrection of both Bs prohibited - excellent. [TGP]
Good try with the other B pinning the Q. ID.N.I Harmonious pair of one-liners. [A.W.I]
59. BARTEL. 1Bc3/Bh6/Bg5/Bf 4 Pfz 2Bh8/Bt8/Bd8/Bb8 Pxgl=R/B/Q/S(Ra1) Rxgl stalemate.
Smart idea, economically realised. IR.B.I A novel way to show AUW - pleasing. [T.G.P.]
60. HOLLADAY. lPb? Ka3 2Pb8=R Qb3 3Rc8 Pb4 4Rc3. Not sound with BRb4, since PxRa8.
61. SHANAHAN. Qe8(Ke1)++++ Ke2(Ra8) 2Rd8 Kf2(Pf?) 3Kdl Ke3(Sb8) 4Sd? Kd3(Sg8) SSe?
Kd2(Bf8) mate. Walling up the Queen. [c.P.J.] For those unfamiliar with Circe Kings
they are only in check when attacked, if (a) they are at home or (b) their home square
is blocked and cannot be vacated.
62. SHANAHAN. 1Phz NPh8=NS 2NPg2+ Kg2(NPg7) 3Ph1=R NPhs=NQ(NSb8) 4Rh8(NQd1)
NSdT 5Rf8 NQdT(NSg8) mate. Cooks: 1Ph2 Kg2 2Ph1=S Kh1(Sg8) 3NPg2+ Kh2 4NPg1
=NQ+ NQgT+ 5Kd8 NPxg8=NR mate. tA.W.I.l 1NPgZ+ Ke2 2Npg1=NQ Nph8=NR
3NQd4 NRhT+ 4Ke8 NRdT 5Ph2 NQdT(NRa8)++ mate. LNPg2+ KeZ 2NPg1=NR NPhS
=NR 3NRg5 NRhS(Ph?) 4Ke8 NRh-93 5NRg7 NRg?(NRh8) mate. [R.8. both]
This 'promoted NPs + Circe field is not only very tricky - it is also extremely difficult
to find anything which has escaped K.Gandew, who has worked intensively on the
possibilities (as I once discovered to my cost!) IR.B.I
63. JELLISS. 1Kd6 Kg3(Sc?) 2Kd? Qe8. Neat demonstration of Antipodean possibilities. [R.8.]
64. JELLISS. 1Qg5(Nc1)+ Kh8 2Qg6 Nd3(Gh?) 3Gh5 Nf? mate (G/Qxf?? Nb3 still checking).
The following solving ladder includes some amendments to previous lists.
My comment that 28(a) was not solved by anyone was erroneous, since both R.B. and A.W.I.
solved it. A point is given for finding the intended solution or a cook to a problem, but there
is no extra point for finding both - just the kudos of having your name cited as cook-hunter.

Solving Ladder
Bartel.
R.Brain
P.M.Cohen
A. W.Ingleton
N.Nettheim
D.Nixon
T.G.Pollard

Total

1

2

3

22

11

33

13

25

40

28

106

it

iu

29

E.

+

3

3

22

18

R.W.Smook

13
13
13

T.H.Willcocks

11

T7

22

31
4L

15
26

90
18
76

The Moose,
/nsidious beost rs the Moose,
For when it's turned out on the loose
The Ktng i.t entangles
And snipe s

from all angles

Wl"th subtl"ety cooking his goose!

L02
13
11
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Polyhexes
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Looking at a cube corner-on, its outline is, that of a hexagon. By this visualisation
hexwe can see that the sum of lhe first n hexagonal numbers is n cubed. Henee the nthgiven.
previously
agonal numUer is n3-l (n-1)3, which is equal to 3n(n-1)+1, jf;" formula
The first number both square and hexagonal is^169 132 = 83 - 7J. The first number both
= Ttre answers to the other two questtriangular and hexagonal is g1 = (13 x t+)/z = 63 - s3.
ions posed are provided by the diagrams:
&

d

39

\}

.s
s?

sym

r'
F

metric

5-pieces in
hexagon minus
centre

\F

These solutions are by Michael KELLER. and Leonard GoRDoN. Working independently
with an identical solution to the hexagon problem_ - t!t" two pieces at the
both came up
-corner
of this case can be rotated to give a fourth solution. M.K. provided
bottom left
the artwork. He also coryects the total of 6-piece polyhexes to 82. Some remarkable
dissections using the whole set appear in No ? of his World Game Review.

Heptiamonds
Walter STEAD . s notebooks contain some fascinating dissections with 'polyiamonds"
i.e. shapes formed from regular triangles. There is only one of each of the sizes 1, 2 ond 3'
three oi a pieces, four of 5 pieces, twelve of 6 pieces and 24 of ? pieces. 'The Batr below'
comp.osed 30th lvtarch 196?, shows all the 43 one-sided heptiamonds (5 symmetric in the
centie and 19 pairs of asymmetrics - thus 19 + 5 = 24 the number noted above). The front
cover result dates from Aug-Sept 1966.

W.STEAD

Batrl

Geometr[c Jigsauts
ttFully interlocking" Jigsaw puzzles depend on pieces that have rrbobbles?tand trnibbles"
that fit together. If the body of each piece, apart from the bobbles and nibbles, is taken
to be square, how many different shapes of Jigsaw piece are possible? Can you pick out
sets of these pieces that will fit together to form a square or rectangle? No shape is
to bsused more than once.
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Sgtraring tihe Rectoortgle

If we remove.-mlsquares of size axa from one end of a rectangle axb to leave a
rectangle smaller than axa, then thettsquareness" of the smaller-r8ctangle,
ratio
of its shorter to its longer side, is.sf = (n-m.la)/a = b/a - m1 = f/s: m1, wherethe
s
is
the
squareness of the larger rectangle. tnis s 1/(ir1+s1;.
=
If we continue the process ancl similarly t-"r'oue m2 squares from the second rectangle to leave a third rectangle of squareness s2 then s tilrrr
=
i+t/(m2+so;;. And for tn"
complete dissection process we can write-: s = 17(m1+l/(m2,+11(^Sitj(^-f
so on. This
*
type of expression is called a 'continued fraction".
^nd
To calculate a continued fraction one has to work from right to left. By using a
sign lto mean t'divided into'? it can be written from left to rigf,t: s =...*mrilt+mrTlt.
For example, when m4,mB'm2,ffi1 = 4r3,2,L we get s = ((((a)11+3)11+i)11+1)11
= so/'as.
m

1=f

m2=2
m 3=3

m4=4

s = 30/43

In practice the dissection

process terminates after a number of steps because the
squares get smaller and smaller until they go beyond the accuracy of our measuring or
drawing devices. In the fantasy world of mathematicians however they may be supposed
to go on indefinitely. If the process terminates then the ratio is trational', if it goes on
for ever it is rirrational'. This is one of the neatest ways of defining the distinction between
rational and irrational numbers in mathematics (together they make up the treal' numbers).
Is

it

possible to have m1,m2,mg,... all equal to 1?

In a finite dissection the last m' say rnne c&nrot be 1, since this would mean the
rectangle is a square, of the same size as the mn-j
removed at the precedI-"ii|lTq
lng stage' Thus a dissection in which.one square is removedwe
at
every stage cannot be
finite. In this ease we have s = t/(t+t/(1+I/(ii/(i+... wnicn evidengy
implies s = 1/(1+s),
thatiss2+s-1=0.solvingthisquadraticequationgivess=(/b-1)/2=0.67g0339g...
This number is known as the "g1olden" number or "the I'divine proportion',
among many
other
soubriquets.

These four diagrams show the
dissection of the golden rectangle into squares in various
sequences. If 1 denotes left
or top and 0 denotes right or
bottom, then we can always
orient the rectangle so that
the sequence begins 1 1. The
next choices can then be 11,
10, 0l or 00. By repeating. the
same four choices we get the

\
1111..,

1110...

four cases iltustrated. The
guide lines join corners of
similarly placed squares.

1101...

More on this in the puzzle
section under "Golden
Sequencesil.

11n0...

What other rectangles produce the same number of squares
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sATrN seuAREs

ds'
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A satin sguare is an amay, n by n, with n similar marks entered in it, one in each
rank and-Tilffin-chessic terms it can be taken to represent an anangement of n Rooks'
none guarding any other. The name tsatinr of course derives from weaving,. where it refers
to a weave in wnich the rrepeat' pattern, showing where the weft threads (ranks) pass over
the warp threads (files), has only one attachment point per thread. Mathematically it can
be taken as a permutation matrix, which when multiplying any other matrix permutes its
ranks or files (under suitable definition of matrix multiplication).
o

oo ool

H

tr

--a

oo
I: OI
oo orl
to o o
oo t oJ
I

H

tr
E

I

I

flI]

1
I
I

-1

size n ? A partial answer to
How many 'geometrically dit{erent satins are there of
n"tf+tl"l': (Dover reprint 1e53
this question is

eivffiiLiJ-ryrltli:.l4iJ;;l

page245)muchorwnicnappearedeJerinund1925.Thework
iscompletedinanarticlebyD.F.HJrt,-'noor.'inu19?4
pages igf-fge. The following are all the cases of sizes 1 to 4.

t
A theorem by William Burnside (1852 - L927) states that the number of geometrically
different patterns of a given type in a shape unaltered by n symmetry operations a, b, c, ...
is (A+B+C+...)/n, where A is the number of cases unaltered by operation a' B the number
unaltered by b, and so on. One of these operations, we may take it to be a, must always
be the identity. Thus A is the total number of cases without regard to symmetry.

ffiffi
I

h

square pattern there are 8 symmetry operations. The illustration
only. one
shows their effects on the asymmetric 4 by .4 satin. The trivial 1 by 1 satin is the
(n
) 1) we
(h).
cases
(d)
other
For all
or vertical
unaltered by reflection in the horizontal

In the

case

of a

haveD=H=0.EvidenilyalsowealwayshaveB-C(casesunalteredbydiagonalreflection)
unOf=e(pattern.un"ituredbyg0orotation)andweknowthatA=n!'Thus,withEthe
) 1 to:
cases invariant to 180o rotation, the formula simplifies, for n

T=(n! +28+E+2F)/8
Denoting by En, Fn the values of E and F for the n by n case, we find that when n
is odd En = En-i (siirce--tne odd mark must be in the centre cell and by deleting it - and
the rank anO fit6 in which it stands - leaves a square of side n-1, still with E-symmetry).
Similarly Fn = Fn-1. AIso Fn = 0 when n is of the form 4k+2 or 4k+3 (since the marks other
than in the Centre Cell must occur in sets of 4, one in each quarter).
When n is even we have En = nEn-2 (since the mark in the first rank can be in any
of n cells, and deleting it and its'180o colsin leaves a satin of side n-2, with E-symmetry).in
Similarly, when n is 4f we have Fn = (n-2)Fn-4 (since the mark in the first rank can be
n-Z posilions - not the two where ine rant< cioises the main diagonals - and deleting it and
its three cousins reduces to a satin of side n-4).
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From these recurrence relations we can derive the explicit formulae E2k = k!2k
^na4QQ4f,
F4k = (2k)!/2(k!), given by Kraitchik. For diagonal reflection symmetry Holt reasons that
if there is a mark in the first square of the diagonal, deleting it gives a satin of side n1 with diagonal symmetry; and if there is not a mark in the first cell then it is in one of
n-1 other positions, and deleting it and its reflection gives a satin of side n-2. Thus he arrives
at the more complex recurrence relation: Bn = Bn-l + (n-1)Bn-2.
These three recurrence relations are sufficient to enable us
results, up to n = 10, are shown in the upper part of the following table.

n23
A2624
B 2 4
E228
F002
T127

0
z/4 0
x/2 I
Y/4 0
0/B 0
F/2

0
0
L
1

0

to calculate Tn. The
10

120

720

5040

40320

26

76
48

232

764
384

10

8

362880

2620
384
120

2

0

4B
0

23

115

694

5282

0

6

46 066
6

74

110
007
3 3
21028
1 9

10

70

L2

7

74

10

3B

106

344

57

1

4820

3B

r27

2

4467 6

3628800

9496
3840
456 454
0
BB2

156

4592
450824

To break down the T cases into mutually exclusive classes however, we will require
also to know the number Xn of satins with double diagonal symmetry. A recurrence for
this can be derived in a manner exactly analogous to that given by HoIt. For n odd we must
have a central mark, and deleting this we find Xn=Xn-1. For n even we can have a mark
at the end of one of the diagonalJin the first row (2 choices) and deleting this and its-m3te
leaves a size n-2 satin, or ie can have a mark in one of the n-2 other cells and deleting
it and its now three images leaves a satin of size n-4. Thus Xn=2Xp-2 + (n-2)Xn-4.

E
A
The diagram shows a partition of all the satins (A) into five classes according to symmetry. Class X is the intersection of classes E and B. Z = E-(F+X) is the class of 'purely'
1800 rotary patterns, and Y = B-X is the class of patterns with a single axis of reflection.
Class O = A-(E+Y) consists of all asymmetric cases. Each satin of type O has 8 different
appearances according to orientation, but those of types Y and Z have 4 and those of types
F and X only 2, so to get the numbers of geometrically distinct cases we divide by these
factors. The lower part of the table completes that given by Kraitchik.
The 23 cases of size 5.

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
The 7 singly-centrosymmetric Q) cases of size 6.

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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Triutgulnr Billranls

Problem 5 (continued). In the case of a return after three bounces, there are two
of path possible, as illustrated below. In the first the angles opposite the vertex
from which the ball is cued must be in the ratio 1 to 5. In the second the angle of this
vertex must satisfy the condition 45 + 3A/4 ( 90, that is A ( 60, so that the other angles,
B = 45 + Al(and C = 135 - 5L/4,1ie in the ranges 45 < B ( 60 and 60 < C < 13b.
types

.qe-A

nr+A

A

+

10*+
4t*

3A

+

To form a triangle of the (2,9,n) type we require a pair of angles in the triangle to be in
the ratio 1 to 3 (as noted last time). The first type shown above gives four solutions:
3q+3

roo

as+3

rsft
1fr

l+2ft

't+

r28+

The second type gives two solutions. (Note that we can have 3A=B or 3A=C but not 3B=A
or 3C=Ar because B>45, C)60 and a<00.) Upon drawing the (not perfectly accurate) figures
however, I note that two of the shots go perilously close to the pockets! - d.o they go in?

s2*

11i

3rg

qs*

r5ft

Here is some more Triangular Billiards on less oddly shaped tables:
Problem 6. On a regular triangular billiard table with pockets at the corners a ball
is cued from one pocket to another (but not directly along the cushion). What is the fewest
number of rmoves' (i.e. straight paths) that the ball must make? And at what angle to
the cushion must the ball be cued to achieve this feat?

Problem ?. On a half-square triangular billiard table a ball is cued from one of
the 45 degree corners, bisecting the angle. After how many bounces will it next be travelling in the same direction as it was at the start? (By "in the same direction" we mean
in the same or a parallel line, and in the same sense along the line or its parallel).
Problem 8. A ball is cued from a 45o corner of a half-square triangular table to meet
the opposite side at a point m nths of the way along the side from the right angle. Will
it eventually reach a pocket? (The pockets being at the corners and 'eventuallyt meaning
in a finite number of moves.) If so, which pocket, and how many moves?
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Points

The question (issue 4, p58) was, where in a triangle ABC can we find a point P such
that the lines AP,BP,CP (produced) form a'starr, i.e. six angles of 600. In the case of a
regular triangle the centre point and all points on the circumcircle solve the problem' but
in all other cases there are just two star points. One of these can be constructed by drawing
regular triangles outwards on ttre siOes of the given triangle - the circumcircles of these
trfungles ail heet at the required star point. The other star point can be found similarly
by dr-awing regular triangles inwards on the sides of the given triangle. The other six points
oi intersection of these six circles all lie on the sides of the given triangle (in the exceptional cases when one of the angles of the triangle is 600 or 1200 these six points reduce
to four since one of the star points is at the 600 or 1200 vertex itself).
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In the case of a triangle with all angles less than 1200 one of the star points is within
the triangle and solves Fermat's problem of minimizing PA+PB+PC (see H.S.M.Coxeter,

Introduction to Geome!ry, 2nd edn, L969, p22).

4gon Conclu,sion?
A polygon is called equilateral if all its sides are equal, equiangular if a! its

angles

are equa1, and reguiar if ITEiloth these properties. Triangles have the helpful habit of
being equilateraT-ff-and only if they are equiangular but this is not true for polygons with
more sides. Equilateral 4-gons are diamonds. Equiangular 4-gons are rectangles. Regular
4-gons are sguares. An incyclic polygon is one that has an 'incircler - touching all its sides.
A circumcyclic polygon has a 'circumeircle' through all its vertices. A cyclic polygon is
both incyclic and circumcyclic. AII triangles are cyclic. What 4-gons are cyclic?

T|ae Centres

of a TFiurgle

Geometry from a recreational point of view
is that of the 'Centres' of a Triangle. A regular triangle has one centre - its centre of symmetry - which serves for all purposes, but in a scalene triangle the Incentre (centre of the
inscribed circle), Circumcentre (centre of the circumscribed circle), Centroid (centre of
gravity if the triangle is cut from a uniform plate) and Orthocentre (point where the three
'altitudes' cross) are all different points. In obtuse triangles the Circum- and Ortho- centres
are not even inside the triangle itself. The fact that the Centroid lies on the same line
as the Ortho- and Circum- centres (the Euler line of the triangle) is a high-point of most
Geometry courses. When is the Incentre on the same line?
Here is another Centre of a triangle: the 'centre of similitude' of the incircle and
circumcircle of the triangle. Construct-.this point
and show its relation to the Incentre
and Circumcentre. By the centre of similitude of two similar figures I mean a point from
which a straight line meets the first figure at distance x and the second at distance y and
the ratio y to x is constant. The construction is quite easy and results in a pretty figure.
Our interest in Geometry will be more aesthetic than academic in these pages.
One

of the most interesting topics in
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Get My Goat
The diagram shows Tom MARLow's clever
solution to the 'G et My Goat' puz z\e (p 40
of issue 3 ). The f ence is a di f f erent shape,
but still encloses the goat, thus f ulf illing
the conditions of the problem. The sequence

is: 9GI?G, 93453, T 63b4,

G

ZL}T, GZT g.

Mr Marlow also reported that the solution
to problem c75b) in sl,ding, pigqe puzzles
can be reduced by one E-ove: In tffi
for C75(a) change move Ig2 to gDR and 1gB
to 10LD, complete the zll moves and add gLU.

Stiding Magic Sguares
The following technical notes left over from Len Gordon's article in the last issue may
be of interest to readers who have computers with which to tackle these problems.

It is not often that a computer search can improve on long-standing solutions to
a difficult and popular puzzle. Dudeney ran a newspaper puzzle column, so the results

he presents in his books often reflect the best of his readers. The very nature of a truly
good puzzle is that it is not amenable to 'brute force' seareh. Simple tests luckily ruled
out most of the magic squares quickly, but a fair percentage had to be tested by sliding.
The search time increases exponentially with the number of solution steps.
Reported times are for a compiled BASIC program on a 2.8 Mhz TRS-80. For this
problem on an 8-bit machine, compiled programs usually run about b0 times as
of
lVRe
fast as ordinary BASIC' and about 1/8 as fast as assembly language programs. Since
completing this study I have switched to an 8 Mhz IBM-pc type of computer and am using
a QuickBASIC compiler. This has resulted in a speed-uf factor of abolt 4.b. In addition-,
John Harris has contributed some ideas and between us we have sped the program by
another factor of 6 or 8. However, we are still short of the speed needed to iolie worsi
cases.

An ABC Slrdrng Block Puzzle
By Jerry GORDON

nnm mEn
HHN nHu
--+

EH

UH

This puz zl,e, invented in May this year, may
interest your readers. It has 8 square pieces
on a 3 x 3 base. Three pairs of the bi.ces
combine to show the letters A, B, c. The
case illustrated is one of zg positions solved
and has a unique solution in f ewest moves"

Letter Zig-Zags
By Vladimir PRIBYLINEC

Here are three puzzles with letters. The pieces carrying the letters move along the
rows' columns and diagonals to the last free square in the ciosen course. you musf find
the shortest way to spell out the determined word on any row of the diagram in fewest moves.
s

{

s

A

1
L

E G

rA
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Pages 87-88 consist of corrections and extensions to questions that appeared in the
earlier issues. Pages 89-90 deal with the mathematical topics relating to permutations
and number theory that were introduced last time, followed by some new mathematical
questions on page 91. Word and letter puzzles then follow on pages 92 - 95.

Prcbable IneqtrclttY
Both Clive PALMER and Gareth SUGGETT pointed out that the question as posed
requires further assumptions. for an explicit formula, the simplest being: if e,q,R arb th"
probabilities of e*n,e*C,e$C, suppose that there are n possible values other than B that
each of A or C can take, and that these values are equiprobable. Then the probability that
A=C= any particular one of these values is (P/nXQ/n). So the probability that A=C with
A and C not equal to B is n times this, i.e. PQ/n. Thus:

If n is large, so that l/n

R=p+e_pe(l

+1/n)

can be ignored, this simplifies to the formula given before.

Cross-Potnt
Angela NEWING sent a bibliography of the general 'Crossed Ladders' problem, which
at least to Bhaskara, 1150AD. There is a chapter (No.8) on it in Hugh Ap'simonrs
book Mathematical Byways which is No.1 in the Oxford iRecreations in Mathematici' series.
goes back

oneis@ngthsoftheladdersandtheheightofthecrosspointandasked

for the width of the street. This requires the solution of"a 4th-Jegree equation. This is
also pointed out by G.J.SUGGETT' who mentions an even more difficult version given by
tl-)ipoler, IEE News, 1980, in
which the feet of the ladders do not coincide with the bases
of the waiiil--

Solitaire

Queens
Michael KELLER notes an error in the diagrams of the arrangements
of 5 Queens in unguard on the solitaire board, page 43. The third
diagram in the last row is a rotated dupricate o1 row z number 6.
The correct diagram is inset. The enumeration total is unaltered.
I'm somewhat baffled as to how this error occurred.

Cryptarithms
Michael KELLER points out thqt the cryptarithms (g) and (9), page 60, do not have
unique solutions since the values of the letters ti,V and W in (8) ano t'i ;ilbi"'tgi"*
i;;rchangeable. Evidently the authors Madachy and ilunter, from wnom 1 q;otec
these examples
without properly checking them, have a different interpretation of uniqueness of soluiion
from us (in chess problem terminology, they do not regard ,dualsras flaws).
In the solution to cryptarithm (f 0) the fifth line ls misprinted and should read as follows:
P = AN + (A-1), Q = 10r(t0-A) + AR, K = A(10r-R) - 1, L = 10n+1 - A -AN.

Multtplication Table
'The formula in the eighth line should of course be (xt+lXxZ+1Xxg+l)...not
as typed.

The Four Rs
A simpler expression for 12 given by T.H.!vILLCocKS is 12=(RR+R)/R. John DAWES
points out two typing errors: 1l+/.R+/(n/.n'), 1?=(R+R-.R.)/.R. '"nO
the following
cases to the list: g3=RR// (nx'R'1, 80=(R-.R')/(.n'-'n), ss=(RR-.Rti/.n',
"OO,
108=(RR+R)l.n']
109=(RR-.R)/.R, 110=RR// (.Rx.R), 120=(RR+R)/.R, 180=(R+R)/(.R._.R),', SOO=31[*._.nnl,
990=RR/('R'-'R). For those not familiar with the recurrence dot notation it may be as well

to explain that .R=R/10 and .R'=.RRR...=R/g, so that .R'-.R=R/90.
page
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Domino Quodrtlles

Michael KELLER provides another English Quadrille to go with that on page 21. He
has even provided the artwork. He eomments: ttThough the solutions are not as striking
visually as French Quadrilles, the problem is interesting in a different way - it requires
a trial-and -error combinatorial approach rather than the anatytical approach used in the
French Quadrille problem'r (e.g. as treated in Fred Shuhts Master Book of Mathematical
Recreations).Theendsofthedominoesformsquares.of-four,
aigiTs' lloTwo sets of four being the same. It improves on my version by Laving the sets
of four combinatorially different (i.e. regardless of order), whereas my one counts

My

m'H
solution

H ,H

and

asdirrerent'

can be improved to the same standard by three interchanges, as shown.

M.Keller
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fulorrtced and Unbalwtced Magi.c Sqrares
A sequence of n of the numbers L, 2, ..., n2 adding to the magic constant n(n2+I)/2,
arranged in order of magnitude, is called a magic series. Any rank file or magic diagonal
of a magic square is composed of n numbers-ThaT-Iorrn a magic series. There are just two
magic series for n=2, namely (1,4) and (2,3). These will form a square whose rows add to
the same sum, but not the columns also. There are 8 magic series for n=3 and they are
all used in the ranks. files and diagonals of the 3x3 magic square. This is a feature of com[IEteness that is not possessed by magic squares of laiger iizes. The series are of course:
(1,5,9) (1,6,8) (2,4,9) (2,5,8) (2,6,7) (3,e,9) (3,5,?) (4,5,6).
There are 86 magic series of 4 of the numbels 1, 2,..., 16 adding to the magic sum
q4. Of these, 28 are combinations of pairs of complements: (1,16) (2,15) (3,14) (4,13) (5,12)
(6'11) (?,10) (8,9). These 28 magic series are selTrcomplenrentary, meaning that if we replace
each number by its complement and rearrange them in order of magnitude then we are
left with the same series. Tfe other 58 cases occur in 29 complementary pairs.
Every self-complementary series contains two small numbers (i.e. 1, ..., 8) and two
large numbers (i.e. 9, ..., 16) also two even and two odd numbers. Any series with these
properties may be termed balanced. Of the 29 pairs, 16 are balanced.
of the 13 pairs tnat iffin, 6 are balanced high-low but not even-odd, and 6 are
balanced even-odd but not high-low. This leaves one pair that is unbalanced. Problem: Find
these unbalanced series and construct a magic square using them in the diagonals.
This line of research can also be extended to higher squares (n = 5, 6, etc).
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otrtttng

D

enlng ements

The number of. derangements of n objects is given by dn = ndn_1 +1 (+ or - according
as n is even or odd). Starting from d1=0 we can use this recurrende'relation to calculate
the successive values: d}=t, dg=2, d+=9, d5=44, d6=26b, dZ=1g54, dg=14g83, dg=l384g6,

dl0=1334961, and so on.

By coincidence a note on tThe worst postman problem' by John ANSTICE appears
in the latest issue of !!e lVlathemat1g4Ss?ellq (OateO October tges) where a rather rouno-

aboutproofoftherecrasksforatneatdirectargument'toprove
it. An outline of one is as follows.
If we remove the nth letter and nth envelope
from a derangement of n and put the
-derangement

loose letter in the loose envelope we get either a
of ihe remaining n-l letters
or an arrangement with one letter in its correct envelope. The number of derangements
oJ the first type,is (n-1)dn-1.
have thus to show that the number of derangerients of
the second type i: dtr-r t 1. _We
In other words it is a matter of showing a (neai'ty) t-toL correspondence between these derangements and thcse of n-1 letters. A process that
does this begins as follows:
t...1...n-1.|*, Ir...t...n-r
or if
Ir...t...n-2 n-l n

nl

ILa...k...t J

k

I

=n-1 [a...s...t n n-lj
La...n...k tJ
and further steps are necessary if t=n-2r and so on.
For example, in the case of 3 or 4letters we get:

t",l

l-* tiSiil, tli; l.* Hliil,
for 4 or 5 letters, omitting the upper lines L234,
123

and

2143
34LZ

with

++ 3L254, 234I ++ 5342L,
<.+ 23L54, 342L +'+ 54231,

and

ftz34l
Lzt43 Jov"t

L23 45, w e get:
24L3 +
2451 3,
4123 e
41 5 23,

3142 <-+
4312 <.+

35412
45L32

432L over.

Ptpfubly Derwtged
Anrexplicitr formula for the number of derangements dn is the tsubfactorialt:
dn = n![1/2t -r/3t +... + (-1)nlln!]
This is quite useless for calculation, but the the series in the brackets is interesting because
of its evident relationship to the series for the exponential function. The proUaUitity of
making a derangement, assuming that all arrangements are equally likely, is dp/n!, i.e.
the. expression in square brackets. Leonard J. Gordon has applied his computer to calculate
these values and finds as follows!

n=2 dn/n!=0.5

3
4
5
6

0.3333333
0.375
0.3666 667
0.3690556

n=7 dn/n!=0.367 8S7L
g
0.3 67 gg2
g
0.3679792
10
0.3679795
11
0.3679795
L2
0.36797 95

The probabitity for large n is thus L/e, the reciprocal of the exponential number.

Exponenttation
In the Introduction to R.D.Carmichael's Diophantine Analysis (r'gfS) one finds the
followinginfuriatingpaSsage:''Thus,forexamp@integersxandycan
satisfy the relation xV - YX = 0. This more extended proOlem is all but untreated in the
literature. It seems to be of no particular importance, anc therefore will be left almost
entirely out of account in the following pages." And he does not mention it again! What
is the answer?

In other words, for which numOers x and V (x{yy is the operation of raising
to a power (exponentiation) commutative: xV = yx ?
It is easy to see what the answer must be, but less so to prove that there are no
other answers. when I put the problem to clive Grimstone in eprit 1gg3 he provided a nice
graphical proof (simple when you know how) which also answers another question I put to
him - to provide a geometrical representation of the number e. All this shows that e is
very appropriately named the exponential number.
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A permutable

Pertnutable Prtmes
prime is one that remains prime if its digits are permuted in any

other order. The single-digit primes 2,3,5,7 are trivially permutable. The digits 012,4,
5, 6, 8 cannot occur in any permutable prime of two or more digits since they can be
permuted to the units place to produce a number divisible by 2 or 5. All higher permut-

able primes are therefore formed from the digits L,3r7,9.
The two-digit permutable primes are: 11;13,31;17,7!i37 r73;79,97, and the threedigit cases are: 1 1 3,1 31,3 1 1 ;337,3?3,733;1 99191 9,991.
There are, perhaps surprisingly, no four-digit permutable primes, since:
(a) 1379 = 7 x tg7 r eliminating the form abcd,
(b) abab = 101 x ab, eliminating the forms abab and aaaa,
(c) 1711 = 29 x59, 1333 = 31 x 43, 3337 = 47 x 7L, 7771= 19 x 409, 9919 = 7 x1417, and
9997 = 13 x 769, eliminating form aaab (other cases are divisible by 3),
(d) 1139 = 1? x 6?, 1gg9 = 18 x 109, 183? ='I x191, 93?B = 7 x1939, 7978 = ? x 1139,
1939 = 7 x 277, 1?99 = 7 x 257, 7399 = 7 x 1057, eliminating the form aabc.
are
Whether there is a largest permutable prime is unknown. The o^nly others known
(10I'-1)/9'
form
the
those consisting of repeat"d" oner (rep-unit primes), i.e. numbers of
The latest information i have is that primes occur when A= 21 19' 23' 317' 1031'

In the binary system, the permutable primes are: 10 (2)' 11 (3)' 111 (7), 11111 (31)

and so on, that is (above 2) primes of the form 2n-1. These are known as Mersenners numbers,
and 29 cases are now known: n=2,3r5r7rL3r1.7r19,31,61,81r107rt2715211607rL27912203, 2281,
3277, 4253, 4429,9699, 9941, 11213, 1993?, 21701,23209,44497,86243,132049 (as listed
in W.W.Rouse Ball & H.S.M.Coxeter Mathematical Recreations & Essays, 13th edn, p 65).

Intheternarysystem,tnepe(5),21(?),111(13),

no more of three or four digits.
Readers may like to investigate other cases.

Circular Primes
of finding primes that remain prime when their
(i.e.
are taken from one end and put at the other).
digits
permuted'circularly
digits are
ge.-sides the permutable primel there iJ an extra case of 3 digits.and two extra cases each
of 4, 5 anO e Oigits (couniing a number and its permutes as one case).
G.J.SUGGETT proposes the problem

Iniirculnble Sets
While we are on the subject of circular permutations, it may be of interest to note
that a set that cannot be circularly permuted must have more than a4 infinity of members!
A permutation is a one-to-one correspondence of a set with itself. A finit9 set is
one thaiGi6TE placed in one-to-one correspondence with a proper subset of itself.
Any other, set is infinite. [Alt ordinary everyday sets are finite - infinite sets only exist
in the fevered imaginations of mathematicians!l
A circular permutation of a set X may be defined as a permutation of X that leaves

noDroDersubsetffi"ii.lt**"consideran'eIementethentheelementse,Pe,P2e,
p3e, ..., Pre, ... must all be different until, in the finite ease' we reach the number n of
elements in X, when Petr=e. In the case of an infinite set a tcircularr permutation orders

the set into an endless succession: ...(-P)rer...,(-P)e,e,Pe,...rPre,...(where -P is the opposite
permutation: -Pa=b if and only if a=Pb). The 'number' of elements in an infinite circularly
permutable set is thus the first infinity (denoted oo). Sets of higher infinity (like all the
trealf numbers) cannot be circularly permuted.
Show that the rational numbers gan be circularly Permuted.
It may be as well to note here that a cyclic permutation differs from a circular permutation in that it circularly permutes some eiffie-nts but leaves the rest, if any, invariant.
We can now return fult circle to the topic at the top of the preceding page and note
that a derangement is a permutation that leaves no single element invariant. A circular
permuta-ion is always a derangement, except when n=1. In fact a derangement is a union
of circular permutations of mutually exclusive sets of two or more elements.
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GoLden Seqrrcnces
We can construct diagrams similar to the dissections of the golden rectangle shown
on an earlier page by beginning with any small rectangle (shown black) and adding a square
to the long side of-the rectangle at each stage. If we start with a golden rectanglL lve
will end with one of course, but if we start with any other rectangle the successive outer
rectangles will become progressively more nearly golden as we proceed. What is the
sequence of lengths of the sides of the rectangles if we start with one a x b?

A Gnomonic Questton
What is the name for a shape formed by placing two squares of different sizes side
by side on the same base? If the ratio of the sides of the two squares is the golden ratio
then the shape is a 'gnomonrsince it then consists of a rectangle with a rsimilar?rectangle
removed from one corner. Perhaps'gnomoidt will serve. Anyway, this comment just serves
to link the preceding question to the following: from Mr T.H.WILLCOCKS.

Starting from a hexagon formed by two squares a and b, b)a (diagram A), we form
new hexagons by adding squares to the sides, the only conditions being that no two squares
of the same size may be adJacent and the square must be of size ma+nb where the coefficients m and n must be positive or zero. (In drawing diagrams I find it convenient to
represent squares as reetangles - provided they are properly labelled). If we continue from
the initial squares as in diagram B we find that the 6th square is a function of a single
variable - i.e. its side is a multiple of the side of one of the two original squares. What
other multiples of the original squares are possible?

o"+ 31o

+b
B

A

L

q

p
CY

f

d-+ b

d

might like to try solutions for n(20 (say). I have found solutions for any finite
- Readersvalue
of n with two exceptions - both less than 20. You will understand
that I should be
interested to see
gaq
plugged.
(I
hope
I
have
not
been
unduly
btind!)
Some values of
lfris.
n are very easy to find
and can be solved in many different ways. IVhere this is so it is reasonable to define the optimal solution as the one which requires ihe smallest number of squares
and if there is still a tie, the one with the smallest greatest coefficient of a and b.

A Jrgsaw Puzzle puzzle
K.A.L.ANDERSSON (Sweden) poses this question. pretend you have 400 pieces in
a puzzle and every piece looks like aU the other pieces, and even the result of putting alt
the pieces together looks like a piece but bigger. You then use rapplication stuff' to hold
the pieces together and around every internai piece you have 1 gram of application stuff.
How
much must you have for the whole construciion?

There's

a Hole in my BttckeL..

This is another puzzle from Kdre ANDERSSON. one fine day I poured water in my
swimming pool. When the water level went up one unit I stopped iitting, but an hour after
I had begun the watei" level had sunk back again to the earlier tlvet. If tft sink-back-process
had happened twice as fast, the whole-procedure would still have taken the same time.
How long would it have taken if the sink-back rate was onty half as rastipage
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A Self-Documenting

Sentence

Tom MARLOW writes that the idea of a self-documenting sentence seems to have
originated in Holland (in Dutch) and was taken up in the USA under the name of
trThis pangram includes ...'r and using every letter of the
"pangramstr, usually beginning
alphabet at least once. Finding a solution involves analysis to find tikely ranges of values
for the variables and then an exhaustive search within those ranges. The difficulty_ is
that with so many variables the possibilities multiply up to nugJ numbers, like 1012.
Nevertheless he has succeeded in finding a personalised sentence, as follows:
ffThis sentence created for GPJ contains four Ats, one B, four Crs, three D's, thirtythree Ets, eight Frs, four Grs, nine Hts, eleven lrs, two Jts, one K, two Lts, one M, twenty
Nrs, sixteen Ors, two Prs, one Q, thirteen Rts, twenty-eight Sts, twenty-four Trs, six Uts,
four Vts, seven Wrs, three Xts, five Y's and one Z.tl

AWho Pcirs
The solution to the problem by Loretta BRUCE is: JEANS, FLAIR, GNASH, KVASS,
czECH, DWELL, THINK, SMIRK, QUITS, OXIDE, PROWL, AIRED, ByWAy.
Philio COHEN finds PRINK and THOWL as an alternative answer.
Gareih SUGGETT gives another: QUIRK, GAITS, SNASH, MIRED.

Code l?ords
The number of letters of the alphabet between successive letters is the same throughout each of the words given. For GNU the number is 6 (GHIJKLMNOPeRSTU), for EMU
it is 7, for FOX it is 8 and for APE it is 14. In the latter case the alphabet is considered
to be arranged in circular order, so that upon reachingZ one starts again at A.
The longest word possible unfortunately appears to be MUCKS (separation ?). Other
- letter
four
words are BUNG (18), DINS (4), KEys (19) and three tetter words AcE (1),
(6), owE (?), RAJ (8), PAL (10), PET (14), JAR (16), ASK (1?), MEw (1?),
{_o1(1),.NUB
HAT (18) and FED (24). Tne longest pronounceable sequence of letters I have found is
FILORUX (2), which might be a suitable name for a cryptographer.

Permutable Words
Philip COHEN answers: There are several 3-sets, such as AER, for which all permutes
are lexical items (names or words). Only one 4 qualifies - AEST. For AELST and AERST
over half the 120 possibilities have been found, as attested in a 198? issue of Word Ways.

Prtme Words

Paul VALoIS was the first off the mark with the answer Syzycy which scores
21
in Scrabble (a blank has to be used for the third Y). Several others
found the same word.
The next best offering, from Gareth SUGGETT, was CRWTHS scoring 14 (and spellable
without a blank). Michael KINDRED, who set the probtem, offered litXUyU scoiing tZ
(with a blank for the second K). Mr Suggett also considered the thunderclap from Jolce's
FinneFan's-J-?kej PTHWNDXRCLZP only to find that, besides not being in
it
contains CRWTH as a factor! A seven letter prime word might be possibte 'Chambeis'
with a more
restrictive dictionary as arbiter (say the pocket Oxford). The values attributed to letters
in Scrabble are as follows: Blank=0r AEILNORSTU=I, DG=Z, BCMp=3r FI{VWy=4, K=b,

JX=8r QZ=l0.

Un-Sc ru bb.le oble l?onls
Following on from 'Prime Wordsr the question arises: Are there any words that cannot
occur in Scrabble? If so what is the shortest such word? The board is 15 by 15 thus we have
16 as an incontrovertible upper limit to our search. The frequency of occurrence of letters
in a Scrabble set is as follows: E=l2, AI=9, O=8r NRT=6r DLSU=4, G=3, BCFHMPVWY and
Blank=2r JKQXZ=I (Total 100 tiles). Of course, the rules specifically prohibit proper names,
foreign words, abbreviations, and words with hyphens or apostrophes. We require a word
that is not excluded by these conventions. 'Chambersris the arbiter once again.
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Clock Wonls
By R.C.McWILLIAM

You are required to form a sequence of at least 40 words by
reading round the clock elockwise, starting with the F at 12 orclock.
You can Jump any number of letters at each step, but the letter
you begin with cannot be used or passed again in the same word.
e.g. you can begin with FEN, FEAST' FAR but not with FAME' FEE'
or FAIL. The first letter of each succeeding word must be the next
after the last letter of the previous word, e.g. FEAR'DAM'NOISE'
LOST,REAM,...No two-letter words - otherwise the usual Scrabble

f-E

V

conditions apply.

Elementory ltlonls
The Journal Chem istry & Industry used
to have a crossword at Christ m as in
which each square contained the symbol
for a chemical element. For example,
1 across on one occasion was HeLiCoPtEr.

What is the longest word that can be
spelt in this elemental fashion?
HALF-LIFE

When csked tf he had helped to find Nobel,tum,
My scf enttf tc friend repli"ed 'tLi.ke Heltum!
Why uoste one fs time when half of what is in lts
Make-up disoppeors in less than thi.rty mtnutesltl
Colin VAUGHAN

By Loretta BRUCE

The 2 tl numbers round the dartboard
each rqlpresent a diff erent letter. Read-

Atre You Game?

ing clockwise from the top tZ}' f our
words can be spelt out: one of 6 letters,
two of 5 letters, and one of 4 letters.

By Julian COURTLAND-SMITH

To solve the code, study the score sheet
below. 1 6 throws of 3 darts have been
needed to reach the winning score of
501. The score for each wor(d is the
sum of the numbers represented by
the letters. A double letter m eans a
double
For example the score
'the score.
f or
word BEET would be 61 , which
is 14 + 1 8(twice) + 1 1. By comparing
the scores f or each throw, you should
be able to work out the values of the
other letters. G,JrK,M ,Y rZ are not used.
Scoresheet

BAf[ffi1l=

24

BULL = 39 TOSS = b1
QUA = 30 WHY = 10
COX=32 YOU=o
BOX = 33 WEE = 43
PURR = 4L PUFF = 27
TOFF = 29 QUO = Zg
DELL = 47 NOW = 13
298

on a chessboard I have listed eight
es of eight letters. place eitht
Rooks on the board, none guarding or

gam

attacking any oth€rr so that the letters
they cover, when read down the diagr&ffir
spell out another well-known eightlettered game.

203
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Mnemonics for Pt

Further to the bxamples A, B, C quoted in issue 2, G.J.SUGGETT sends the following
two. D which he learnt 20 or so years ago, was the winning entry in a competition for Pil
mnemonics. E was quoted in The Guardian in a letter from Dr S.Roy, and is also quoted
in Martin Gardnerts Mathematical Puzzles and Diversions, but in both sources the spelling

of'rivaledtisAnglicmnemonic!Itwasfirstpuutisned

by Adam C. Orr, Literary Digest, 20 January 1906. Both these mnemonics are one digit
shorter than W.Steadrs example B.
D. Now I wi.Il a rhyme construct
By chosen'u)ords the young instruct

E.

Cunntngly devfs ed endeavottr,
Con i.t and remember ever
Widths in ctrcle here you see
Sketched out tn strange obscuri.ty.

Now I - even I - would celebrate
In rhymes un apt the great
Immortal Syrocuson rrrrc led nevermore,
Who in hrs wondrous lore,
Passe

d on bef or€,

Left men hrs gutdance
How to ci.rcles mensurete"

Rlryme Schemes
Philip COHEN writes in connection with terms for metric feet (mentioned on p14

of- the first

issue) that: "All feet of lengths 2 to 4 have names taken from classical prosody,
they refer to long/short rather than stressed/unstressed.f, He cites Shapiro and Benn,
A Prosody Handbook (Harper & Row, f gOS) for most of them. Tabulated thev are:
wh_ere

00 pyrrhic.
0L iamb
10 trochee
1 1 spondee

0 tribrach
001 anapaest
010 amphibrach
1 0 0 dactyl
01 1 bacchic
101 cretic lamphimacer
110 antibacchic
111 molossus

00

0000 proceleusmatic
1000 0001 first - fourth paean
1 10 0 major ionic
0110 antispast
0 01 1 niinor ionic
1010 ditrochee

0101 diiamb
1 0 01 choriamb

0111
1

1110 f irst
111 dispondee

- f ourth epitrite

rtUnstrictly interpreted, the number of rhyme schemes.is
_
(e.g. f for 3 lines:

given by the Catalan numbers
aaa, aab, aba, abb, abc) as explained in Martin bardner's Time Travel
and other Mathematical Perplexities, ch z0 (from a colum4 of .1977 or so).i'

Ptprtowtceable Codes
The idea of a. pronounceab-le soge. is that the letters or sounds of the message be replaced by other letters or-ounds'EutTn such a way that the resulting sequence
of letters
or sounds is not Just a Jumble, as is usual with traditional codes, bui can be pronounced,
as if it were some alien language. The simplest way to do this would seem to be to change
vowels to vowels and consonants to consonants. Obvously there are many ways in which
this might be done. Readers are invited to experiment to find a method that produces a
good result - ideally something that does not look as if it is in code at all. but merelv in
some strange language. To begin with I offer the following example for decoding:
Op Yepefa fof Lacme Ljep
E tvevi.mz qmretasi funt fi.di.i.
Xlisf Emqj vji. tedsif sowis sep
Vlsuahj dewispt ntetosr mi.tt vu nep
Fuxp vu e tapmttt tte.

It shouldn't be difficult to
do better than that! It is

just about pronounceable
Please

?

try something yourself.

The Alphabetical Cube and Crossword Puzzle Patterns are held over to the next issue.
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Uncommon English
Bishopship. The state or domain
of a bishopr or the art of being

a bishop.

Deteriation. Poor speech
nnarked by omission of letters
or syllables (e.g. Auxil(i)ary,
ACROSS
07" Good man throws the dice and walks it. (?)
08. Fish or Rummy player? (?)
10. Break biscuit spell . (4)
11. Roman Britsl sudden inspiration. (10)
!2. Minute sari f or Indians perhaps. (10)
t4. Neckwear to turn the trick. (4)
15. A wagrs burden maybe SZ in 18. (4,2,5)
18. Plucky lame grouse detective? (4)
L9. Sitly PC had order easy to do. (0,4)
2a. Released from prison - underworld blamed. (10)
23. One less is company. (4)
24. To madden - try to pun H in German. (?)
25,- Different view of a taller order. (?)
DOWN

01. Substitute or spectator? (b-Z)
02. Entangle comical pet at play. (10)
03. A 5 that is not L4. (4)
04. Magnificent partnership from spectator's

Nt

ete(or)ologi eal).

Flangle. A combination of
flange and angle"
Itrgfed. Possessing numerous
small sharp indentations"
Oddysey. An epic journey in
search of the eccentric.

Orbled. Possessing numerous
small round protrusions.

Uncularity. Uncle-Iike behaviour.
('AvuncularJ applies apparently only
to maternal uncles. What is the
corresponding term, if &ily, f or
paternal uncles?)
Verbiary. A collection of strange or
special words exhibited or classified
(by analogy with beastiary, aviary).
The art of using strange or special
words (cf. topi&rV, embroidery).

point of view (10)
05. Will do as a quarter of 15 (4)
06. Copy socialist floater concerning conscription (?)
09. Combination essential in Chess (4,2,5)
13. Absorb attack and assume comrnand. (4,6)
14. Measly snooker with only the colours left? (3-?)
16. Being out 1G entails shake-up. (Z)
t7. Dismay or alarm shows leadership attributes. (?)
2t. Copy with little credit for same again. (4)
22, Lead out to start 18. @)

Many interestingsounding words
arise due to misprints. Definitions
of the likely meanings of the
following are invited (and any
others you may have come across):

The four-letter words, and some others, are
loosely connected.

Irrelevalent -

Clearified o Circule Condunction
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Chessboord Mosaics
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The numberings from which the mosaics on page 64 were derived are these: A, natural
order; B, diagonal order; C and F, the two magic numberings of the same 'three-leaper
plus knight'tour given in Chessics 26, p119; D, the diagonally magicremperor'(knight plus
wazir) tour given on the same page; E, spiral (or spider?) order.
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The numbering that results from rotating the first diagram is (i1 one of its arrangements)
the Durer rnali" square (diagram A')! Ttris was an unexpected discovery. This effect shows
the close relationship of this magic square to the natural order (see for example in Rouse
Ball's Mathematical Recreations, lith edn, p 199, where it is shown that by reversing the

sequen@enaturaloiderproducesamagicsquarethatisapermute
of Durerrs). tne pro6.r, of rotating the mosaic means that where before the rotation it
indicated a move x to y, now it indicates a move 17-y to x'
Rotation of the second diagram gives the numbering B"
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Len Gordon has devised a computer program for converting numberings to patterns
and vice versa. He offers the patterns G and H and their associated numberings as examples.
The other question asked was whether the numbering that results from the rotated
pattern can be the same as the original. This requires the pattern to have all four quarters
the same. It is easily seen that this is possible only in the simple 2 by 2 case shown below.
Two 3 by 3 numberings and their derived mosaics are also shown. Denoting the complem-9nt
it must also be in line
inzi1-;j"oi ; ;t x' if" t is in line with x then (in the rotatable case)
a Square on the nxn
x'form
x,
1r,
i.e.
1,
x'x
and
with xt, and ltmust also be in line with
square
- an impossibility'
form
a
y'also
need
to
y,
1',
board. it y ir also in line with. 1 then 1,

EAH
A 'board' on which this does become possible is provided by the example of a fly moving
great
along the edges of an octahedron - or if you prefer, a plane flying along quadrants of
interpreted
be
also
It
can
above.
inset
circles round tne globe. The resulting moslic is shown
as showing the rolls of a single die about a single edge at a time.
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